Recipe for AGS electron IPM

START the program:
1. Open ags_eIpm from StartUp/AGS Applications/ags_eIpm.
2. The red “Acquire Data” is located at the top center position of the application (Fig. 1). The
“Max” value is the number of AGS cycles for measurement. The “Interval” is the number of AGS
cycles to be skipped for measurement. The value “1” for interval means that one cycle is for
background measurement. Press “Acquire Data” to take manual measurement.

Fig. 1 AGS electron IPM main application, with “Acquire Data” on top, horizontal and vertical profiles
in upper plots and emittances in lower plots.

READ the results:
1. The upper left plot shows the horizontal profiles in mountain range during a cycle. The upper right
plot shows the vertical profiles in mountain range.
2. The lower left plot shows the horizontal normalized RMS emittance during a cycle. The lower right
plot shows the vertical normalized RMS emittance during a cycle.
3. To show other data on the lower plots, go to “Data Setup” under the corresponding plot, select
parameters or second axis. The “rmsEmitDefault” is the normalized RMS emittance calculated with a
constant beta function of 22 m in both planes. The “rmsEmitMadx” is the normalized RMS emittance
calculated with the beta functions from Madx model. The “rmsEmitCustom” is the normalized RMS
emittance calculated with measured beta functions.

Fig. 2 Window for individual profiles, with times on the far left, parameters in the middle center,
profile on the right.
4. To exam the individual profiles during the cycle, go to “Profiles” under the corresponding plot, click
on the times (relative to AGS_T0) which is listed on the left side of the window (Fig. 2). The green

check/red cross/question mark indicates the error of the Gaussian fitting.
5. To check injection oscillations, click time “144.35”, then click “Scan Samples”, then “Do Scan”.
“Center Samples” shows the dipole/orbit oscillation. “Sigma Samples” shows the quadrupole/size
oscillation.
Advanced configurations:
1. Go to pull-down menu “Setup”->”Configurations” then the window (Fig. 3) will show up. To change
Bias voltage, click the values then go to “Tools”-->”Value Editor”, change the values and return.
2. For measurement without beam, change “Min AGS Early CBM” to 0.
3. Gas leak set points was set to “940” and stays.
4. Data count is the number of profiles taken to be averaged at a defined time.
5. To take out bad channels, change the “Filter Channels” value corresponding to that channel to “0”.
6. To manual adjust channel gain, change the “Channel Gains” value corresponding to that channel.
7. To implement static offsets, change the “Channel Offsets” value corresponding to that channel,
which is to be added to the measured profiles.
Elog related to eIPMs:
1. The frequently used display files are placed in LogView/Ags/Instrumentation/eIPM.
2. The logger related to eIPMs are placed in LogView/Ags/Instrumentation/IPM. They will be moved
to LogView/Ags/Instrumentation/eIPM during shutdown in 2017.

Fig. 3 AGS eIPM configuration window

